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WELCOME TO THE BRIGHT MEDIA BRAND GUIDELINES. THESE GUIDELINES
EXIST TO MAKE OUR IMAGE CONSISTENT AND EFFECTIVE. FOLLOW THESE
GUIDELINES AS YOU CREATE MARKETING MATERIALS, INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS.
OUR DESIGN FOUNDATION
Our brand is far more than our logo. It’s a design scheme that’s made up of a number of
core elements and guiding principles that combine to create a distinctive look and feel that
is immediately recognisable as Bright Media. This guide will help to familiarize you with
the core brand elements to assist you in designing and producing dynamic and powerful
communications with a degree of flexibility. If unsure, just ask us at brand@brightmedia.com.
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Introduction
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WHAT WE’RE ABOUT

Our brand identity is all about demonstrating how Bright Media is a touch point in people’s real lives.
»

We connect people to content that’s relevant to them.

»

We connect businesses to the web.

»

We connect brands with people and people with brands.

Every second of every day people click, swipe, and tap into one of our distribution channels.
More than a million people come to us every month. We’re there to help them navigate
their lives, satisfy their cravings, explore their interests, and expand their horizons.
We also give businesses the power to connect with their audience in more
meaningful ways—through websites, through advertising solutions, and
through social conversations.
This is what our branding is all about—connecting, serving multiple
distribution channels and meeting people where they are.
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IDENTITY
The logo

Identity
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OUR LOGO
Here it is again—our logo. Our logo is the
most visible element of our identity—a
universal signature across all Bright Media
communications. It’s a guarantee of quality that
unites our diverse products and services.
We use the same version in print, on screen, and
on the side of our buildings. It’s simple, easy to
understand and without drop shadows, glossy
reflections or flashy graphic effects. Our logo
is a bold, simple, graphic statement. It signifies
bringing multiple connection points together.
The logo is made up of two elements: the
symbol and the logotype. While it is a simple
logo, we must treat it with care to ensure the
brand is kept consistent across all mediums.

Symbol

Logotype

The following pages cover the correct usage to
ensure the logo always looks its best.
Logo
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EVERYONE NEEDS A
LITTLE SPACE
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Identity

50%
25%

Note: The logotype typography has been
specifically spaced, and should not be
modified or re-typed. The ‘d’ and the ‘h’
are vertically aligned, in addition to the
horizontal alignment of the symbol.

LOGO CLEAR SPACE
To ensure the logo is clearly visible in all
applications, use sufficient clear space —free
of type, graphics, and other elements that
might cause visual clutter—to maximize the
recognition and impact of the identity.
To ensure the integrity and legibility of the
logo lock-ups, the area directly surrounding
them should be protected at all times.
When the logotype or full name is used, a
clear space of 50% the symbol’s height should
be maintained. In special circumstances when
a 50% clear zone isn’t available or possible,
use the second option of 25% clear space.

50%
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EVERYTHING IN ITS
RIGHT PLACE
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Corner position.

LOGO PLACEMENT
Avoid placing the logo in the middle of an area.
On any given format—landscape or vertical—
the preferred logo placement is in any corner

Centre position.

position, or centre aligned at the right or left
with the outlined space between the margins.

Incorrect position.

Correct positions.
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GOOD THINGS COME IN
SMALL SIZES
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Identity

Logo

Symbol

Favicon.ICO

Minimum size

Minimum size

16 px

0.8” / 100 px

0.375” / 30 px

MINIMUM LOGO SIZE
There are no predetermined sizes for the Bright Media
logo. Scale and proportion should be determined by
the available space, aesthetics, function and visibility.
There is no preset maximum size for the logo. In print
the minimum size is 0.8”. For digital uses the minimum
size for the standard logo is 100 pixels since 100 pixels
is the smallest size apart from when using an ICO.
ICO’s are 16px tall which we have included.

USING THE REGISTERED LOGO
We use a Registered symbol alongside our logo
for protection. This is used in all major outwardfacing brand communications, such as our website
and advertising. For internal communications, and
branded promotional items—such as note pads,
T-shirts, cups, and other similar items—the standard
logo can be used. The registered logo has been created
in two sizes - large and small. The large scale version
will cover most uses, and the small scale version is
intended mainly for use on the web.

Large scale use

Small scale use

Scale width between:

Scale width between:

1.2” – upward

0.8 – 1.2”

150px – upward

100 – 150 px
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LOGO COLOURS
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Colour selection

Our logo or background colour needs to be within
the Bright Media palette. Contrast is important—
use a white logo on colour backgrounds and the
coloured logo on white backgrounds.
For detailed information on colour values, see

In certain instances, such as on the Bright Media
website, the vibrant orange colour may not be
appropriate, and may potentially clash with other
colours. In these instances, an all gray logo can be used.

page 21.

Consistency of colour is key—use
either an all-grey or all-orange
version and do not combine the
two. By keeping the logotype and
the symbol identical colours,
association is then achieved.

When using the logo on a white
background, the logotype should
always appear in gray, never in the
orange colour and never in solid
black. Preservation of the tint is also
required to keep consistency.
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Identity
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MONOCHROME LOGOS
The preferred colour for our logo is our unique
orange. However in some cases, a full colour logo
may not be practical or possible due to limitations
in printing. For these instances we may use a gray
version (made as a 75% tint of black) or a onecolour black or white logo.

75% Black logo on white

White logo on 75% black

Black logo on white

White logo on black

background

background

background

background

BACKGROUND IMAGES
Our logo may also be used on an image
background with sufficient contrast. Use an allgray logo for use on light coloured backgrounds,
and an all-white version for dark backgrounds.
When placing the logo onto imagery, please ensure
that it is placed within an uncluttered image area
to allow for maximum legibility and visibility.
Light-coloured, uncluttered imagery

Dark-coloured, uncluttered imagery

Do not use a colour logo on a
photographic image.
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INCORRECT USAGE
CONNECTING

To maintain the integrity of the Bright Media
logo and to promote the consistency of
the brand, it is important to use the logo as

Don’t create a logo lockup
with text

Don’t rearrange the logo
elements

Don’t change the
proportions between the
symbol and logotype

Don’t rotate the logo

Don’t stretch the logo

Don’t create a gradient
logo

Don’t mix colours from the
palette

Don’t use non-approved
colours

Don’t outline the logo

Don’t add a drop shadow
to the logo

Don’t add reflections or
any other graphic filters to
the logo

Don’t use the symbol as a
holding shape for imagery
or graphics

Don’t create a pattern with
the logo

Don’t place the logo on a
colour without sufficient
contrast

Don’t use gray or black on
a colour background

Don’t use over a busy
image

described in these guidelines. The examples
shown here illustrate possible misuses of the
Bright Media logo that should be avoided.
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Identity

FILE FORMATS

Primary logo

Our signatures come in a variety of formats for
use in a range of applications. On this page, each

For print:

For screen:

Folder location:

Folder location:

Print > Pantone_U

file is categorized using the naming key listed

13

Screen > RGB

Print > Pantone_C

below. Use the PNG logos for all screen-based

Print > CMYK_U

applications, such as Power Point and the web.

Print > CMYK_C

For print applications, use the Illustrator artwork
with the widely supported .AI file format.
To obtain digital artwork, please contact
brand@brightmedia.com.

Registered logo

For print:

For screen:

Folder location:

Folder location:

File naming key
BM

Bright Media

Primary

Main logo (not registered)

Print > Pantone_C

Reg

Registered logo

Print > CMYK_U

Small

Small scale use logo

Print > CMYK_C

RGB

RGB colour

CMYK

CMYK colour

Pantone

U Uncoated Paper application

Pantone

C Coated Paper application

1 colour

One colour logo (black)

Rev

Reversed logo (white)

Print > Pantone_U

1 colour reversed logo

Screen > RGB > Registered trademark

1 colour positive logo
Folder location:

Folder location:

Print_1 color

Print > 1 colour

Filename:

Filename:

BM_Primary_1col_Rev.AI

BM_Primary_1col.AI
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TYPOGRAPHY

Typography
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A FRIENDLY FONT TYPE
CAPRIOLA IS OUR TYPEFACE.
WE USE IT IN TWO WEIGHTS,
BOLD AND MEDIUM.
Typography is an important aspect of our brand
identity. Our typographic style contributes to our
distinctive aesthetic. The typography usage examples
on the following pages should be followed to ensure
all of our communications appear consistent.

Typography

© Bright Media
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UNIQUE
FRIENDLY
SIMPLE
CLEAR
PRECISE
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OUR TYPEFACE:
USE IN PRINT AND WEB
Capriola Bold is used for all headlines and titles.

© Bright Media
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CAPRIOLA BOLD
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 — &*#@?!/+(.,:;)

Capriola Regular is used for the Bright Media
logotype. It should also be used for all standard
body-copy. Capriola is available for use on the
web free of charge using Google Web Fonts.

SECONDARY TYPEFACE:
WEB BODY FONT
In cases where a standard system font is
required—such as sales presentations on
Powerpoint documents and for use on small body
font on the web—Arial Regular and Bold is used.

CAPRIOLA REGULAR
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 — &*#@?!/+(.,:;)

ARIAL / ARIAL BOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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Typography

TYPESETTING GUIDES

Quantum Teleportation Between
Atomic Systems — 10pt/15pt

Typography is always ranged left. This provides the eye

June 6, 2013 — Researchers have been able to teleport

with a constant starting point for each line making text
easier to read. When typesetting headlines, the leading

information from light to light at a quantum level for several
years. In 2006, researchers at the Niels Bohr Institute succeeded
in teleporting between light and particle atoms. —5.7pt/9.1pt

should be 50% larger than the type size. To calculate,
simply multiply the type size by 1.50.
When setting body copy, the leading should be 60% larger
than the type size. To calculate this, multiply the type size
by 1.60. All type should be set to 0pt tracking. Body column

Quantum Teleportation Between
Atomic Systems — 14pt/12pt

width should ideally be between 7-9 words long. It’s
important to use the same ratios between all numbers.

June 6, 2013 — Researchers have been able to teleport
information from light to light at a quantum level for several
years. In 2006, researchers at the Niels Bohr Institute succeeded
in teleporting between light and particle atoms. —8pt/12.8pt

Quantum Teleportation Between
Atomic Systems — 20pt/30pt
June 6, 2013 — Researchers have been able to teleport
information from light to light at a quantum level for several
years. In 2006, researchers at the Niels Bohr Institute succeeded
in teleporting between light and particle atoms. —11.4pt/18.2pt
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TYPOGRAPHY EXAMPLES:
PRINT
The correct use of our specific font selection is
very important when designing for both print and
digital. Here we have outlined correct usage for a
number of media outlets to illustrate our brand.

CCSR 2011

A Quantum
Revolution
From China.
In this lecture, Jacqueline Rose will return to Hannah Arendt’s
analysis of totalitarianism as mental control and ask ‘what

When titles need to be disassociated from the
predominant message, such as ‘CSSR 2011’, an Arial
Regular font face can be used in our grey colour palette
(see ‘Identity, Colour Palette’).

Important titles and large messages for use in posters,
Capriola Bold is used together with our consistent
leading (see ‘Identity, Typography’).

For use on body text such as letterheads, our Capriola
Regular font is used in the dark grey colour palette.

form of belief and passion does such subjection entail?’

WB.G.03, Docklands Campus
5.30pm. Free Admission.
For more information email
j.hakim@cssr.ac.uk

For font type below 12pt, Arial Regular and Bold is used,
this keeps our promotional items clear and concise.
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Typography

TYPOGRAPHY EXAMPLES:
WEB
Good use of typography is key when working
with the web due to the vast amount of varied
electronic devices capable of browsing the web.
Capriola is a free, widely supported digital
fontface which enables quick integration to
promotional campaigns, online newsletters and
more. By using the popular Google Font API, we

ONLINE
PROMOTIONAL
E-MAIL CAMPAIGN.

Use of uppercase is an effective way to catch users
attention from all other content displayed. It’s
particularly important in the mobile phone space,
though it is key to limit the word count to 10.

gain full-support for all mobile devices instantly,
which includes smartphones and tablets.

Sub Header Title
Researchers have been able to

As with our print example, we keep consistent to
the fontface (Capriola) as well as the leading and
tracking for both subtitles (H3’s) and H4’s.

teleport information.
Researchers have been able to teleport
information from light to light at a quantum level
for several years. In 2006, researchers at the
Niels Bohr Institute succeeded in teleporting
between light and particle atoms.
The two glass containers are not connected to
each other, but information is teleported from
the one glass cloud to the other by means of
laser light. The light is sent into the first glass
container and then that strange quantum
phenomenon takes place and the light.

Mobile users have proven to be proven the least
forgiving when encountering poor type so to give
the maximum reading experience, we use Arial for
the body section allowing the maximum amount of
words on-screen at once.
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GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS
Colour Palette
Logo Shapes
Photography

Graphic Elements
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VIBRANT AND DISTINCTIVE
As you can see, our colour is vibrant and when
using the colour in print, it is important to always
seek to use Solid Pantone inks. This way, all of our
materials will be consistent and our colour keeps
the vibrant feel. The same vibrant colour cannot
be achieved using standard CMYK printing.

© Bright Media
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Graphic Elements

For print:
Coated Paper
PANTONE 171 C
Uncoated Paper
PANTONE 021 U

For screen:
Coated

R

248

C 0

Uncoated
C 0

G

85

M 78

M 73

B

47

Y 78

Y 67

K 0

K 0

HEX

#F8552F

Only use CMYK colours when absolutely
necessary. Please note, when printing certain
colours onto coated or uncoated paper, the
Pantone colour specified differs. Please refer to

For print:

For screen:

the CMYK colour breakdowns on this page.
Coated Paper
PANTONE 431 C
Uncoated Paper
PANTONE 7546 U

Coated

R

104

C 65

Uncoated
C 62

G

108

M 51

M 50

B

117

Y 44

Y 41

K 16

K 12

HEX

#686C75

For print:
Coated Paper
PANTONE 7541 C
Uncoated Paper
PANTONE 7541 U

For screen:
Coated

R

236

C 11

Uncoated
C 1

G

237

M 5

M 5

B

236

Y 7

Y 5

K 0

K 0

HEX

#ECEDEC
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NOT JUST A LOGO
AND TYPEFACE
Our graphic identity is more than just our logo,
typeface, and colours. An important part of
our graphic look and feel are the use of the
unique shapes derived from the logo. It signifies
connection. Used alongside our bold colour, they
provide an engaging graphic look and feel to all
of our communications.

Graphic Elements

© Bright Media
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LOGO HINTS
ON WEB & PRINT
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Graphic Elements
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Print, Business Card:

Our graphic identity is more than just our logo,
typeface, and colours. An important part of our
graphic look and feel are the use of the unique
shapes derived from the logo. They signify
connection and action. Used alongside our bold
colour, they provide a an engaging graphic look
and feel to all of our communications.

The use of our quarter logo beside the official logo gives
a subtle continuence. The layout isn’t impacted, but
is complemented to reflect the rounded and smooth
theme the symbol provides.

Martin Patterson
Director of Communications
T: 0778-444-6655
E: martin@brightmedia.com

The following pages explain how they can be
used with typography, colour, and photography.

Digital, Web footer:

Intelligent use of layout on the lower part of a websites
footer enables a soft break from the details whilst
providing a link to the logotype and symbol.
Address
Bright Media
Blegdamsvej 17
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark
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PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY USAGE
Our photography captures a slice of everyday life.
It’s never fake or frivolous. It should make you feel
like you are right there in the room. It’s about telling
stories through interactions, and experiences.

OUR APPROACH TO
PHOTOGRAPHY
»» Natural and relaxed—not posed or artificial.
»» Everyday and honest—something we can all relate
to in real life (with ‘warts and all’, our coffee cups
are dirty, our boots have mud on them, our shirts
wrinkled—this makes them more believable).

»» Personal and engaging—capturing emotions.
»» Sometimes funny. Real life can be a little weird,
goofy, and funny. We’re not afraid to celebrate that.

Graphic Elements

© Bright Media
info@brightmedia.com
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Graphic Elements

PHOTOGRAPHY DON’TS

Don’t use images where people are posing,

Don’t use interior design that is not

or are used as props like in a catalogue .

lived-in, or is contrively staged.

Don’t use flat, cold lighting.
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DESIGN
EXAMPLES
Web & Print

Design Examples
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Digital letterhead template. Filename: BM_letterhead.doc

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS — DIGITAL
Bright Media
Blegdamsvej 17
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark

E-mail signature template. FIlename: BM_email_signature.htm
Both glass containers are enclosed in a chamber with a magnetic field and when the laser light (with a specific wavelength) hits
the gas atoms,container and then that strange quantum phenomenon takes place, the light and gas become entangled. The
fact that they are entangled means that they have established a quantum link -- they are synchronised. Both glass containers
are enclosed in a chamber with a magnetic field and when the laser light (with a specific wavelength) hits the gas atoms, the
outermost electrons in the atoms react -like magnetic needles -- by pointing in the same direction.

T: 020-444-5554
W: brightmedia.com

February 11th, 2013

Re:
To:
Dear John,
Researchers have been able to teleport information from light to light at a quantum level for several

The direction can be up or down, and it is this direction that makes up quantum information, in the same way that regular computer
information is made up of the numbers 0 and 1. The gas now emits photons (light particles) containing quantum information. The
light is sent on to the other gas container and the quantum information is now read from the light and registered by a detector. The
signal from the detector is sent back to the first container and the direction of the atoms’ electrons are adjusted in relation to the
signal. This completes the teleportation from the second to the first container.“
The range of ½ meter is entirely due to the size of the laboratory,” explains Eugene Polzik.

years. In 2006, researchers at the Niels Bohr Institute succeeded in teleporting between light and gas

Sincerely,

There are two glass containers, each containing a cloud of billions of caesium gas atoms. The two glass

atoms. Now the research group has succeeded in teleporting information between two clouds of gas
atoms and to carry out the teleportation -- not just one or a few times, but successfully every single time.
The results are published in the scientific journal, Nature Physics. “It is a very important step for quantum
information research to have achieved such stable results that every attempt will succeed,” says Eugene
Polzik, professor and head of the research center Quantop at the Niels Bohr Institute at the University of
Copenhagen. The experiments are conducted in the laboratories of the research group in the basement
under the Niels Bohr Institute.

containers are not connected to each other, but information is teleported from the one glass cloud to the
other by means of laser light. The light is sent into the first glass container and then that strange quantum

Martin Patterson
Director of Communications

phenomenon takes place, the light and gas become entangled. The fact that they are entangled means
that they have established a quantum link -- they are synchronised. Both glass containers are enclosed in
a chamber with a magnetic field and when the laser light (with a specific wavelength) hits the gas atoms,
the outermost electrons in the atoms react -like magnetic needles -- by pointing in the same direction.
The direction can be up or down, and it is this direction that makes up quantum information, in the

Martin Patterson

E-mail:

martin@brightmedia.com

Director of Communications

Website: www.brightmedia.com

Telephone - Direct line:

0778-444-6655

Telephone - Main:

020-444-5554

same way that regular computer information is made up of the numbers 0 and 1. The gas now emits
photons (light particles) containing quantum information. The light is sent on to the other gas container
and the quantum information is now read from the light and registered by a detector. The signal from
the detector is sent back to the first container and the direction of the atoms’ electrons are adjusted in
relation to the signal. This completes the teleportation from the second to the first container.“The range
of ½ meter is entirely due to the size of the laboratory,” explains Eugene Polzik.

Sincerely,

Address
Bright Media
Blegdamsvej 17
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark

Martin Patterson
Director of Communications
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STATIONARY
DL envelope

Return address label

Envelop seal

Address:
Bright Media
Blegdamsvej 17

Bright Media
Blegdamsvej 17
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark

2100 Copenhagen
Denmark

Complement Slip

Business Card

Bright Media
Blegdamsvej 17

T:

brightmedia.com

020-444-5554

W: brightmedia.com

2100 Copenhagen
Denmark

Martin Patterson
Director of Communications
T: 0778-444-6655

With complements

Sticky notes

E: martin@brightmedia.com
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STATIONARY: MARKETING ITEMS
Notebook

Postcard

Bright Media
Blegdamsvej 17
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark

T: 020-444-5554
W: brightmedia.com

Ballpoint pen
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INTERNAL PRINT
Presentation folder (inside)

Design Examples
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Design Examples
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INTERNAL PRINT
Presentation folder (outside)

Subtitle for folder

Bright Media
Blegdamsvej 17
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark

T: 020-444-5554
W: brightmedia.com
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INTERNAL PRINT
New employee handbook

Annual report cover

Poster

Nice to meet you
New employee handbook

A YEAR IN
THE LIFE OF
BRIGHT MEDIA.
2013 ANNUAL REPORT

Connecting you to new media.
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INTERNAL PRINT
Internal wall graphics

internal wall graphics

internal wall graphics
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WEBSITE
Desktop (zoom in when viewing PDF)

Home

Services

Studio

Blog

Contact

Mobile (zoom in when viewing PDF)

Simple navigation using our primary
colour for a large space of the banner
breathes space into the web design.

Our web design seamlessley transitions by the use
of RWD (Responsive Web Design), giving customers
an involving experience whether they are on their
desktop, smart phone or tablet.

MENU: HOME

Bright Media, joining Dubai to
Bright Media, joining

celebrate National Happy Day

Dubai to celebrate
National Happy Day

Scaling images comes as part of RWD by scaling all
page elements. Here we streamline the content by
shrinking the photo and maximising the text content.

WELCOME TO
BRIGHT MEDIA
Sub Header Title
Researchers have been able to
teleport information.
Researchers have been able to teleport

WELCOME TO BRIGHT MEDIA

Researchers have been able to teleport information from light to light at a quantum level for
several years. In 2006, researchers at the Niels Bohr Institute succeeded in teleporting between

Using our consistent typeface and leading
settings on H1’s and H2’s, we bring our
brand to the web.

information from light to light at a quantum level
for several years. In 2006, researchers at the
Niels Bohr Institute succeeded in teleporting
between light and particle atoms.
The two glass containers are not connected to
each other, but information is teleported from

light and gas atoms.

the one glass cloud to the other by means of

Now the research group has succeeded in teleporting information between two clouds of

container and then that strange quantum

laser light. The light is sent into the first glass
phenomenon takes place and the light.

gas atoms and to carry out the teleportation -- not just one or a few times, but successfully
every single time. ,”

The use of our quarter circle beside the
large button acts as a balance either side .

SEE OUR VISION FOR A
BRIGHTER THE FUTURE

Bright Media
Blegdamsvej 17
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark

Contact us via-mail
Terms & Conditions of Use
Privacy Policy
Trademark & Copyright Guidelines

Follow us

Consistent with our e-mail signature, we
provide only the key information in the
footer, removing unnecessary links and
information.

SEE OUR VISION FOR
A BRIGHTER FUTURE

Bright Media
Blegdamsvej 17
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark

Contact us via-mail
Terms & Conditions of Use
Privacy Policy
Trademark & Copyright Guidelines

Using large, easy buttons consistent with our brand
we provide simple go-to links to guide the user in
our decided path.

The use of our dark grey logo in the footer gives
important textual elements visual priority.
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DESIGN MATTERS

If you’ve just read these guidelines, you have our appreciation. It means you share our belief in details
and quality. We know applying these principles takes time and effort, but the stories we tell in all our
Bright Media communications will be stronger for it. If you ever have additional questions about our
visual identity and its application in design, don’t hesitate to contact brand@brightmedia.com.
Thank you.

© Bright Media
info@brightmedia.com
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